
Find out how PowerPlus can benefit your organization.
Email    sarah.edlund@powerobjects.com

Call   612.339.3355 x 185

“To continue to grow and maintain mutually beneficial partnerships; one 

customer, one conversation, and one reference at a time."

Testimonials: Provide a brief quote or testimonial for inclusion in a PowerObjects promotional product, 
solution website, ad, presentation, brochure, or other marketing materials. 
Case Studies: Share your story about the business challenges you faced, the solution you deployed, and the 
success your organization has had, in print, on video, via audio or online. 
Webcasts: Present your individual business benefits from utilizing Microsoft Dynamics CRM solution to 
prospective customers through live and recorded webcasts hosted by PowerObjects. 
CCustomer References: Speak with prospective customers of PowerObjects, or host a prospective customer 
at your facility to showcase your implementation in a real-world environment. 
Speaking Engagements: Discuss your experiences and product knowledge with peers, senior decision 
makers, and others, through a variety of speaking opportunities such as Convergence. 
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Opportunities for Involvement

Promote Your Brand. Extend your existing PR, advertising, and marketing efforts and gain recognition as a  
company that offers unique solutions to market challenges.
Build Industry Networks. Join a professional network of recognized industry leaders, gain fresh insights from 
your peers, and be recognized for your innovative business practices.
Create Strategic Relationships with Microsoft Team Members. Develop mutually beneficial relationships with 
Microsoft contacts and raise your company’s profile within your industry. 
BBe “In the Know.” Be the first to not only hear about PowerObjects news and industry updates, but also be called 
on to give feedback on PowerObjects processes and programs. 
Get a CRM Educational Subscription. Take advantage of a free education subscription through PowerObjects’   
educational courses and empower your team to become CRM power users.
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How You Benefit

PowerObjects is proud to showcase customers, like you, who are using Dynamics 
CRM in innovative ways. As a valued customer, we invite you to join our PowerPlus 
program. You can participate in as many or as few activities as you wish. 
PowerObjects will always respect the value of your time and get pre-approval on 
all involvement opportunities.   

PowerPlus


